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The problem of evolutionary transition 

The great problems of adaptation and diversity have occupied the bulk 
of evolutionists• time since Darwin presented his theory of evolution by 
natural selection. Since the I 960s, the problem of extending this theory 
to multiple levels of spatial organization from molecules to complex social 
groups, species and ecological communities has been widely discussed and 
debated. Two approaches to the problem of units of evolution emerged to 
address the theoretical and empirical questions, centering on the spatial 
organization of life into a hierarchy of parts and wholes and on functional 
organization into units of genetic replication and selective interaction 
(reviewed in Hull, 1988, Uoyd, 1988, and Brandon, 1990). However, these 
have by and large considered the conditions for the operation of evolution 
and selection at given levels of organization. 

In the last 20 years, a new problem. the evolutionary origin of levels of 
organization, or evolutionary transition, has been added to those celebrated 
since Darwin (Buss, 1987), In their recent book, 7be Major Transitions 
in Evolution, Maynard Smith and Szathmary (1995, p. 6) identified wjtat 
they considered to be eight major originations of new levels of organization 
(fable 11.1 ). For most of these, they claimed a common feature: ' ... 
entities that were capable of independent replication before the transition 
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·rAm.Jt 11. l The major trnnshlons and levds in evolution (ilftcr Maynard Smith 
and Szatbmary. 1995) 

Ht•o/11llmu1ry• tra11sillo11 le1 1el 

lll'J)litatlng moh:cules =:> Populations of rnolec:ulcs in Companmenl 
companmenls 

lmlq,cm.lcnt replic;ators ~ Chromosomes Chromosome 
RNA ;1s gl·nc anJ enzyme =:> DNA + proldn (gcnetk code) 
Prok.1rrows =:> Euk:,ryotcs {;di symbiosis 
AsL·xu:il doncs ⇒ Sexual populatjons Sexual p:1ir 
l'rofr,ts =:> Animals. plants. fungi <n:11 Multi-cdl 

diffc:rl·nt i:11 ion> 
-.uli1:1ry indi\'idu:tls ⇒ c:c,h>nic:s (non·rcpruduL•li\'L• Colon)' 

l":lSlL:S) 
l>rulMlc' snl'il"lks =:> lluman soL'il-lic!t (lan~u:11,tl') 

c:111 r"·plil',lll• only as p.art of .a l:1rgt.·r whok after it· a~faynan.J Smith and 
Szathm;ir)', 1995, p. 6). 

The: problem of evolutionary transition is to formulate a coherent theory 
tlmt c,ln explain these transitions and guide: evaluation of empjrical evidence 
for each. Part of this work involvt'.'s describing units of evolution adequate 
to explain the evolutionary origin of new levels :m<.I not merc1y evolution 
al lcvels (Gricsemer, 2000c). The key insight into the units problem 
alfordcd t>y consideration of evolutionary tninsition is that units of evolution 
thcmsclws have an evolutionary history. Differently put, there is a temporal 
or ·proccssual' dimension to tht'.' units problem as well as spatial and 
func:tional dimensions. Because the spati,d .md functional perspectives on 
units mentioned above were not aniculatcd with the evolutionary transition 
problem in mind, they are not clearly suited to its thcort'.'tical solution. In 
fl:IM icular. if a perspective assumes the existence of levels of organization or 
embeds assumptions about these products of evolution in their analysis of 
units. then it has assumed what is to be shown hr a theory• of evolutionary 
1r.111si1ion. 

Jn rhis essay, I argue for a new perspective on units of evolutionary 
1r.msi1ion. I :malyze the processofrcproduction, which leaus to a conception 
of units of evolution as reproducers. 11u:se units resol\'C to more familiar 
idt.',ts c >f replicators or intcractors at levels of spatial organization when 
c~plidc spatial and functional models arl' imposed on :thstract reproducers. 
I also sketch a heuristically promising program of reductionistic research 
chat flows from the nc:w perspective. 

I.IMITS OF R1:1•1mrn lCTION .? I.\ 

Perspectives on biological organization 

There are two dominant perspectives on units of biological organization: 
(l) 'additivity' models of spatial units of selection (I...cwontin. 1970: sec 
also Wimsatt, 1980, and Lloyd, 1988), and (2) functional models of units 
of replication and interaction (Dawkins, 1976, 1982; Hull, 1980, l 981, 
1988). The a<l<litivlty approach assumes the existence of a compositional 
hierarchy of pans and wholes and generalizes Darwin's principles to ;1II 

levels from molecules to species. The functional approach distinguishes 
two functions of entities satisfying Darwin's principles: repHcat0r.i with 
sufficient longevity, fidelity, ::and fecundity lO form lineages of copies. 
and interactors whose intcrJctions with the external environment c:msc 
replication to be differential. Dawkins analyzes replicators in terms of the 
concept of copying, while Hull writes of entities that pass on structure 
directly or largely intact. Both functionalist approaches treat as empirical 
questions the spati~11 level(s) al which selection acts, as well as which 
functions (rcplic.nion or inten1ction) are satisfied at a level. 

Notice that the common feature of many evolutionary transitions iuen
tified by Maynard Smith and Szathmary involves a change in the status of 
replical<Jrs. Once the replication of a class of entities becomes depenucnt 
on a larger whole, they do not become independent replicators again. So 
new replicators at the emergent level must exist and replicate indepcn
<kntly in order for there to be a still higher level transition. Given the nature 
of replicators as analyzed by both Dawkins and Hull. there is a problem 
with this characterization of the common feature: onlr one or possibly two 
evolutionary tr.msitions an: at all likely to have occurred in the history of lif c. 

Dawkins' and Hull's analyses suggest that only in very unlikely circum
stances, such as pure asexual cloning in which the whole parent cell's 
structure is passed on to offspring directly or largely intact, will entities 
above the spatial level of molecules function as replicators. Spatial entities 
above the molecular level tend not to persist in the form of copies or transmit 
their structure directly, or largely intact, to subsequent gener.1tions. Thus, 
once the tr.tnsition to compartmented populations of molecules. i.e. cells. 
occurred (see T,1blc 11. I), c\·olutionary transition would be over. Dawkins 
considers the possihility of a second transition to memetic, conceptual 
evolution. My focus, however, is on the inadequacy of the replication con
cept to interpret the /Jiolog(cal transitions listed by Maynard Smith and 
S:t.athm:iry. If there has heen a series of transitions, their common feature 
cannot be fully lntcrpretell in tenns of a change in the status of Oawkins· or 
Hu II-replicators. 
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I diaAOOSl· thl· difficulty ii~ follows. The distinction hc:twc:cn indc:pc:ndcnt 
and dependent rcpJication is too crrn.k to t"Xplain the evolution by natural 
sclcc.:tion of replicator dependency at sun:cssivc levels of organization. This 
dependency is a property of developmental prm:esscs at each level. If 
replicators arc entities of which copies are made (Dawkins) or which pass 
on their stn1cture largely intact in replication (Hull), then making copies or 
acquiring the capacity to pass on structure is the developmental process 
lhruugh which replication takes place. However, the gross or aggregate 
propeny of mere dependency on the larger whole gives no clues to the 
1,eeneral character of the evolution of such developmental processes, in 
c:ithc.-r stru<.'I\Uill or function.11 terms. Thus, .llthough the: replicator concept 
w.is <.lcslgncd to 'black-box' the process of development, recapitulating the 
historic.II separation of cmbryolo1:,,y from the more tractable problem of 
hc:n:c.litary tnmsmission, the problem of cvolutiom111· transition highlights 
thl· l·onsidcrahle extent to which the prnhlc:m of units of evolution is a 
problem of development. 

I offer a different and complementar)' perspective on units which accom
modates dcvelopment:11 processes explicitly and which aniculates the 
intimate relationship between units of hereditary transmission and devel
opmental expression. I argue that a process perspective on the temporal 
dimension of the transition problem, focusing on the propagation of devel
opmental capacilics, is a helpful addition to the spatial and functional 
perspectives. Reproduction is the process that, in general, forms the basis 
for evolution at ,l level and also for evolutionary transition to new levels. 
Processes of inheritance and replication can be understood as special cases 
of reproduction. In order to formulate a view of how processes of devel
opment and hereditary propagation are intertwined in reproduction, Jct us 
l·onsic.lcr development further. 

What Js development? 

Traditionally, development is described as the growth and differentiation 
of the cells of a nmlti-ccllufar body, from initiation in a spore or zygote 10 

adulthood or senescence. This characterization covers the whole temporal 
span of the process of interest to developmental biologists. However, it is 
not suitable for dealing with the problem of evolutionary transition because 
it is defined with respect to a single level of' spatial organization, i.e. multi
l'cllularity, which is a produ,·1 of evolutionary tmnsition. A more: generJl 
approach to development is implicit in Maynard Smith's analysis of units of 
evolution. TI1is approach suggests that the multiplication of entities required 
hy t'Volution must result in offspring entities 'of the same kind' (Maynard 
~mith. 1987: discussed in Gricsemer, 2000c). 
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s~1mc:ncss of kind, or acquisition of s;1mc:nc:ss of kind, is a more Rt"llt'r.11 
notion of development than the traditional idea and thus better suited to 
characterizing development at any level of spatial or functional organization. 
However, it is so vague that it provides little guidance in units analysis. What 
is the same relevant kind at any given level? Is there a single relevant kind 
applicable at all levels of tr.msition? A common view of development is 
that offspring arc of the same species as their parents, i.e. that the relevant 
kind, assuming we arc not typologists, is some set of species-typical traits. 
However, surely specics-rypicality is also tied to the traditional notion of 
development, if not obviously to the single level of multkellular organisms. 

The dilemm.1 in ch:m1ctcrizlng development generally is that we need 
a theory of development in the conceptual tool kit to frame a robust 
theory of evolutionary transition, but it appears that we need to understand 
thc trJnsition proc:css in order to go beyond traditional thinking abouc 
development. Instead of offering a theory of development, then, I propose 
instead to place bounds on the process of development that are tailored co 
the evolutionary transition problem. I will offer below a heuristic strategy 
for producing models of development that may facilitate a more nuanced 
account, or at least may make more precise the problem of 'bootstrapping· 
a general theory of development. 

I suggest that we take the acquisition of the total set of species-typical traits 
(however that is to be measured empirically) to be a maximum specification 
of the process of development. Anything more exhaustive than specics-
1yptcal might entail that new species could not evolve. As a minimum bound, 
l suggest the following evolutionary specification - development is the 
~,cquisition of the capacity to reproduce. It will become clear in a moment 
why I bracket the process of development in this way. First, though, let us 
consider the sons of questions about development at multiple levels of evolu
tionary transition that must be addressed ifwe are to understand units of evo
lutionary transition in tem1s of the propagation of developmental capacities. 

Questions of development at multiple levels 
of evolutionary transition 
The problem of evolutionary transition was first clearly stated as a general 
problem applying at all levels of organization by Leo Buss ( 1987), although 
he focused on the evolution of multicellular development - the evolution of 
in<.livi<.luality. A units analysis suitable: for the transition problcm in gcncml 
must also be able to address questions such as whether the molecules 
of autocatalytic chemical <.-ycles are developmental stages or are instead 
c.listinct, non-evolving natur.d kinds. One level up. docs the passage of a 
single cell through the cell cycle count as cell development or merely cell 
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~rowth? Shoulu the tr.m!'imission of n:11 (.Htkrcmiation states through cdl 
division, e.g. tliffercntiation into an epithelial or mesodennal state during 
tht' development of the multi-cellular whole, count as development or 
rJtht"r as heritable transmission in a cell line? Finally, skipping above the 
familiar levd of multicellular organisms to the level of groups, does organism 
reproduction within a group that multiplies by subdivision count as part of 
group development? In other words, do evolutionary processes at the group 
lcvc:I. such as Sew.ill Wright's 'shifting halancc: process' or experimental 
intcrdemic selection in the laboratory entaH group development as well as 
~roup reproduction? To begin to address such questions as these. I next 
offer an :account of the process of reproduction. 

A process perspective on reproduction 
In order to analyze the process of reproduction, two more basic concepts 
arc nc..·eded: 'progencr.ttion' and devdopmc:nt. Development was described 
hriefly above. Here. I will adopt the evolutionary minimum concept of devel
opment as the acquisition of the capacity to reproduce. The evolutionary 
minimum concept is very general, although limited to the context of evolu
tionary processes. More: precise notions of development could be substituted 
that spedfy mechanisms by which the capacity to reproduce can be realized, 
although it remains to be seen whether more precise, non-evolutionary con
t·cpts can he general enough to apply to ~tll levels of evolutionary transition. 

Progeneration plays, in some respects, the genealogical role of a concept 
of hereditary transmission or 'replication.' However, unlike the Weisman
nist view of heredity and development as logically or empirically separ.tble 
processes. I view progencration as fundamentally intertWined with develop-
1rn:nt The aim of my analysis of reproduction is to articulate this intertwining. 

Progeneration is defined as the propagation or multiplication of entities 
with m:ncri:11 overlap of pans. 2 Material overlap means that ~It least some 

1 Rl',tden, mi~ht ruder the.- term ·prnp;1~:uiun' here r:1tlu.•r than M:t}'nard Smith'~ temi ·multi
plk,ttion· lo ,trnid llll' lc>llowill)i ,,utL·nti.11 ,:onfu~ion: m;tnr pc:u1lle think chat :1 1r111lll/1llnlllt111 nf 
l'lllillL'!'- mt·.in~ lh,11 lhL'rl' mu:ooot hl' more: l'ntiti,·:o. t·xislin1t al ., lime.• ahi:r the mldtipli~.nion ·c~·cnt' 
1lmn :u ,oml' lime heforc. Simple c:c:11 division h)' hlmary lission lits: hcforc: lhc:rc was one anccstr-JI 
lndh'idu:d ,md ;iflt:r there arc: two offsprinfl individu.1ls. Sc:imal reproduction lits as well: hc:f'on: 
1h,·rc.· wt·rc 1wo i,,1rc:111 inlllvldu;als :md ,tfler then: arc thrc.·c (two p:1rc:ntli und ont' off11prlng). 
lfowc\·cr, if" we L'ount ~:11nc1t·s r.uhcr than urg:misms. lwo ~;1mc1c.•i; fuse tu fomt a lYJ'OlC )'icldin!C 
I wu ;111,·cswr~ lll·fnrc ;md one olf.-.Jlring after - :1 \fola1inn uf ~·ommon sense inultiplicalion. I Intend 
1hc: ll'ffl\S ·multlpllc:11ion' and ·propaMation' hrnh 10 mean ·numcric.::11 int:re:1se of distinct lmllvh.luals 
inl.!1:rumdcnt of time.· In this 11c:nsc. which I think Ma)•n:ard Smith intended in his analysis of unUs 
uf C\'ulution, the ~cxual c:asc implies that two g11mc1cs fuse tu foml .- third individual distinct fmm 
1hc: :mc:c~IOrs, l>(1 that two multipl}' to maki: three. The fact that the gametes ,io l<mR,er exist is just 
"" lrn•kvan1 tu lhis lc:dmh.::11 sen~..-uf mulliplk:uion :as would he the fact 1hat some p:arc:ms die In 
1hc: prot·c:o.:o. of hrin~in~ fonh :m oll:~prin~ ~cncrJlinn. 
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spatial pans of the parents bc<..·ome pans of the offspring. Cutting a loaf 
of bread in half progcncr.ttes bread. Tearing a painting in half is also 
progeneration. Each process of division results in new objects which art' 
made from, i.e. have pans that once belonged to, the parent. The offspring 
in these cases are numerically distinct from the parent in virtue of their non
overlapping spatial boundaries. Less stringent, or even non-spatial criteria, 
such as functional autonomy (Christensen et al., 2000), might be used 
to distinguish offspring and parents. The requirement of material overlap 
distinguishes progeneration from copying: they are two different kinds of 
multiplication processes (Griesemer, 2000b). 

Copying processes result in 'offspring' that are similar to the parent, 
but not b)' means of material overlap. Dawkins gives the example of 
photocopying to illustrate important aspects of his copy-based concept of 
the replicator (Dawkins, 1982). A paper photocopy of a painting resembles 
the painting in certain respects, but it is not made of paint on canvas, 
let alone the very paint and canvas of the original. Because the pattern 
in the original is tr.tnsferred through an electrostatic drum intermediary 
(or analogous mechanism), photocopies do not materially overlap their 
parents. 3 Because of its non.material, purely informational nature, I have 
argued that copying is not the right basis for a fundamental understanding of 
biological processes (Gricsemer, 2000a, 2000b, 2000c). However, material 
overlap is so general a requirement of the process of reproduction that 
the notion that entities multiply is only made precise by adding explicit 
models of spatial and functional organization to the abstract analysis of 
progeneration. Thus, the process perspective complements rather than 
replaces spatial and functional perspectives on biological organization. 

With the proct:sses of progeneration and development defined, 1 now 
analyze the process of reproduction. Reproduction is the progeneration 
of mechanisms of development. Mechanisms are things (physical, spatial 
entities) whose behavior causes the states that realize capacities (see Glen• 
nan (1996) on mechanism; see Cummins (l 974). Canwright and Mendell 
( 1984), and Cartwright ( 1989) on capacities). The works inside an analog 
watch is a mechanism whose gear-turning behavior realizes the cap.n:ity 
of the watch to mark time, Mechanisms can be said to 'carry' and 'con
fer' capacities. They confer capacities in virtue of their integration into 
entities in appropriate ways: 1 They carry capacities into whatever contexts 

-' One: could, of cour5e, cut an original document in hall" and feed one half into a cup)' machini: 
at each end. However, this would he mcrcl)' making a copy on a pru~cncrated suh,tratum. no1 11 
demonstration that copyins amounts to the s.:ame kind of pmce~s as pmgencra1ion. 

-l Jndced, In just chose ways 111.11 ntake possible: :1nicul:ition of pans explanations of the: heha\.'ior 
uf the: whole (Kauffm:an, 1971 ). 
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cite mechani!\m can he moved without ,•iolatin~ their integration into the 
carrying entity. constituting what Nam.1· Cartwright has called ·nomological 
machines' (Canwright. 1999, Chapter 3). A watch carries its time-telling 
capacity to a variety of environments. although not to all possible or even 
actual environments. M)' water-resist:mt watch stopped having this capacity 
after it was submerged in a swimming pool for several hours. Corrosion 
disrupted the integration of the gears :md water destroyed the paper face 
with the numerals marking the hours. 

Mechanisms of dcvelopmcru arc those things tr:msfcrrtd from parents to 
offspring in progcncr.1tion thal confer dcvelopmcnt:ll capacities. Genes are 
mechanisms of development par excellence. The idea that reproduction is 
thl' pro~ener.uion of mechanisms of development thus captures a funda
mental insight of genetics since ils historical beginnings: genetic units must 
he units of transmission that somehow pl.tr a role in development (Griese
mer, 2000a). However, reproduction is a more gencr.d process than what 
is captured by modem genetic theories to the extent that there arc entities 
and mechanisms of development hcsidcs genes that can be progenerated. 
Students of epigenetic and q•toplasmic inheritance have heen arguing that 
there: arc such units of development for as long as the science of genetics ha4i 
existed (rablonka and Lamb, 1995). Moreover, if it is true that evolution at the 
group level entails group reproduction (Br:mdon, 1990), then it follows from 
m)' analysis of reproduction that group evolution entails group development. 

Since I have defined development :,s the acquisition of the capacity 
to rc:produc:c:, reproduction is the progencration of mechanisms for the 
al·quisition of the: capacity to reproduce. The definition threatens circularity 
because rc:production is defined in terms of progcneration, progcneration 
is defined in terms of dtvclopment and dt:vdopment is dc:fined in terms 
uf rl·production. 111e l'in:lc can he broken if reproducers are organized 
in spatial or functional hierarchies that make the process of reproduction 
rccursivt: (Gricsemer. 2000h). TI1t: mechanisms of development may, for 
example, he SJ1fllial parts of the progcner:ucd entities. Their development 
may entail the reproduction of still lower level entities. 5 For example, 
multi-cellular organisms reproduce in vinue of having developed (acquired 
the c.tpaciry to reproduce), which in turn depends on thdr deveJopmental 
mechanisms (which an: made of cells) having reproduced. Further, the 
cells reproduced in vinue of their molecular collectives having reproduced, 
which in tum depends on these molecular collectives having developed. 

'I ;11:rc:c with llr.tndon ( IY'X,, Chapter 11 ). howc\·cr. that mcchani~ms nttd not be: /ourer-lc,·cl 
!>p;,lul parts uf c:ntilin. They ffla)' be: highc:r•lc:vc:I fonc:Uunal pans, or ·con1c:.xas: which arc pans 
or chc: 's)~tc:ms· which contain 1hc: c:ntitic:) in quc:stion. Thus, mc:chanisms may be at highc:r spatial 
lc:\'d!> r.nhc:r th.I.II .11. or in addi1ion 10. lowc:r levels. 
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At the: bottom of lhe ren1rsiun, rhere must he entities that are capable 
of reproducing without needing to acquire that capacity in de,•elopment. 
These are the "null-developers' out of which a level of reproduction must 
be built. The bonom of the recursion might not he the lowest level of a 
spatial hierarchy: perhaps sexual organisms c;mnot reproduce unless their 
social context develops. This recursive stnacturc makes reproducers much 
more congenial units to the problem of evolutionary trJnsition than arc 
replicators. Changes in the developmental status of reproducers at one level 
of spatial org:mization need not predudt· the t•n1t.•~enct' of new levels of 
independent reproduction. 

Examples of ·rcpmduccrs' that are not organisms include the so-called 
'genetic mcmbr.mcs' th:tt propagate their kind without genes through 
growth, accumulation and incorpor.,tion of constituent molecules, and 
eventual division (progeneration) into offspring resembling the parent 
membrane. Perhaps Oparin 's primordi,ll coaccrv:,tc droplets, Ganti's chemo
tons, and Morowitz's proto-cells were reproducers (see Ginti, 1979, and 
Morowitz, 1992). Another example is the dcmes in interdemic group 
selection which give rise to more groups by sending out · propagules' of 
organisms to find new groups and which, therefore. materially overlap 
their parent groups (Wade, 1977, 1996; Wade :md Griescmer, 1998; Griese
mer and Wade 2000). If organism propagulcs can be said to develop, 
then their progener.uion at the group level counts as reproduction. 
Both examples assume a process of the development of units at a level 
that leads to the acquisition of a membrane's or group's capacity to 
reproduce. 

Inheritance is a special case of reproduction in which the progencr
:ned mechanisms of development arc ettolved mechanisms. Mechanisms 
must arise before they can evolve, even if they are huilt out of evolved 
components. One expects that, for each evolved mechanism, there was a 
time when it was a newly emergent collection of simpler pans that had 
not yet evolved at the level of collective reproduction. While it may seem 
unlikely that organism reproduction in groups is an evolved mechanism 
of group development or that avatar selection yields community-level units 
(Damuth, 1985), it is clear that lower-level phenomena. such as cytosine 
methylation of DNA, are an evolved mechanism of cellular development 
(Bestor, 1990). Methyl groups are attached to cytosine nucleotides of DNA. 
When the latter are transmitted to offspring cells semi-conservatively, pat
terns ofmethylation arc a)so transmitted semi-conservatively, so that parent 
cell methylation patterns are progcncrated with material overlap of pat
terns. The role methylation pattems play in cell heredity in transmining 

http://fuit.il
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states of gene rcgulatjon from parent to offspring cell is an evolved mech
anism by which differentiated cells acquire the capacity to reproduce. 
DNA methylation systems thus constitute inheritance S)'Stems Qablonka 
and Lamb, 1995) and the units of methyl regulation of development are 
•inheritors'. 

Replication is a special case of inheritance and therefore a special 
c:~1sc of reproduction. Replication can he defined as the progeneration 
of evolved, coding mechanisms of dcvdopment. For present purposes, let 
us assume that '<.•oding' encomp:1sses those properties of DNA that under
write Dawkins· concept of copying antl Hull's concepl of direct or intact 
transmission of structure, setting aside the interesling problem of articu
lating what coding means (see Szathmary, 1999. on ·unlimited heredity,' 
an<l Godfrey-Smith, 2000). Herc 1 intend only to emphasize the relationship 
hetween my analysis and theirs, not to argue for any advantages of my view 
of replica1ors. A ke)' difference in m)' approach is that since reproduction 
depends on material overlap, processes which do not transmil copies with 
matcri;d overlap arc not replicators in my sense (sec Gricsemcr, 2000b, for 
further discussion). Perhaps many cases of so-called memetic replication fall 
in this category. 

If replicators arc a special class of 'rcprm.luc:ers,' the feature common to 
evolutionary tr.msitions can be rc:descrihed: entities capable of independent 
n.,produclirm hefore the transition repmducc only as dependent parts of an 
independent reproducer at the new lcvcl afterward. Thus, evolutionary tran
sition might involve reproducers, inheritors, or replicators. Even if Dawkins 
and Hull arc right that biological replicators above the molecular level 
arc unlikely, the conclusion that only one or two evolutionary transitions 
occurred no longer follows. It could well he that higher levels of transition 
involve change in the status of reproducers that are not replicators. Evo
lutionary processes that stabilize new Jcvds against disorganization from 
hdow - <..·ontingent irTCversibility and central control (Maynard Smith and 
S1.athmary, 1995. p. 9) - may drive the evolution of reproduction or inheri• 
tance at the new level without the advent of new, independent replicators 
(see also Griesemcr, 2000c). Although these processes are often charac1er
ized in tcrms of genetic mechanisms - the transfer of mitochondrial genes 
to the nucleus is a par:ldigm example of contingent irreversibility - they 
need not depend only on genes. 

Two general empirical questions about replicator tl":lnsitions arise, i.e. 
( 1) whether any (biological) replicators besides genes have evolved, and 
(2) whether the emergence of DNA-based genes and of human linguistic 
communities (the question marks in the last column of Table 11.1) are 
genuine trJnsitions? These: questions tum on the following issues. First, 
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what arc: the propcnics of co<ling mechanisms of development that must 
have evolved for a u·Jnsition to have generated a new level of replica• 
tors? Second))', did the questioned u··Jnsitions in Table 11.1 result from a 
transition of progencrJtors with material overlap of mechanisms of devel
opment? It is not ob,·ioustr or triviall)' the case that the changes in mode 
of transmission of •genetic information· from IL'\JA to DNA + prmein, or 
from primate communication to human language involved the evolution 
of material overlapping mechanisms of development. Thirdly. under whm 
conditions does evolution favors infonnation transmission by energetic 
intluction of patten1s (copying) rJthcr than hr propagation of materiill 
propagules (progcnc:r.nion)? 

Mos1 centrally to present purposes, we can use the analysis of repro
duction, toa;cthcr wid1 our knowledge of tr.msmission genetic theories, i.e. 
theories of replication, in a heuristic search for a better theory of mecha
nisms of development than the evolutionary minimum concept stated above. 
This is because the relation of replication to reproduction is in thc nature of 
a special case 10 the gcner-Jl case. That is, we may use theories of the special 
case to explore possible thcories of the generJI case .6 Transmission genetic 
theories tell us very little about development directly. Nevertheless, they do 
place constraints on theories of devdopment by vinue of the fact that units 
of transmission, e.g. gcnt!s, must :llso serve as units of development, even if 
not as the 'mas1er molecules' implied by the genetic determinism assumed 
in simple models of gene transmission (Sapp, 1987; Keller, 1995). We know 
that genetic determinism is false. Nevertheless, it has been forcefully argued 
by Wimsatt ( 1987) that false models can be used /Jeurlslical/)1 as the means 
to the construction of truer theories. In this spirit, I outline a proposal for a 
heuristic search for theories of development. 

Heuristic reductionism 

Theory reduction is classically interpreted as an explanatory principle along 
the lines of a deductive nomological model of explanation (Nagel, 1961). 
From a powerful general theory, the 'reductans,' together with bridge 
principles thal translate terms and boundary conditions, a less general 
theory, the ·n:ductandum,· can be deduced (Schaffner, 1993). This kind 
of derivational relation is called theory reduction (see Figure 11.1, upper 
left). The reductandum is reduced to the reductans. The classic example 
of this kind of explanatory process is the dcrh·ation of phenomenological 

'' lka~ 1hc hcuru1ic slr:11qt)' explores po~ihlt' 1tt'nt'ral theories. ii mar appt.·:u cxplan.acoril~· 
we1k. HowC'\·c-r. ·ho._, pos.\ihl>•' cxpl:an:allons an- -..·har.actc:ris1ic or C\'olucional")' biolOR}' (Bt.tndon. 
I ')'JO). 
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thcrmodynamks from statistical mechanics (Figure 11.1, lower left). The 
key to successful reduction is the discovery of bridge principles (highlighted 
in Figure I I . 1. upper left) that tr.mslate terms of the reductandum into terms 
of the reductans so that the laws of the two theories can be deductively 
linked. In the reduction of thermodynamics, a key bridge principle is the 
l"<tuation rc:lating g.1s temperature with mean molecular kinetic energy. 

In thl· heuristic.: use of theory reduction. the ·reduction' nms 'in reverse.' 
From thl' reductandum. together with specified boundary conditions and 
cl"nain im·ariancc principles th,u do the work of bridge principles, various 
possihlt." rc:ducinµ theories - 'reduct.ms' - c.m he: formulated (Figure I l. I . 
upper riµht). The heuristic ~oat is theory c.:onstmction rather th.m expla
nation. In addition, instead of term translations, we have principles stating 
lh,n entities of the reduct.mdum arc invariant to changes described by 
the reduct.ms. lnv.ariants make useful theoretical units because they have 
l'o1wcnicnt properties for representation in models and in experimental 
interventions. e.g. they don't change during the course of experiments 
so that their properties can be represented by constants in mathematical 

Reductionism 

Explanatory Heuristic 

Reduclans :R~uw..ins 

I ,Brt,17& prlntlpl&& Invariance principles 

Boundary conditions Boundaty conditions 

Reductandum Reductandurn 

Statislical mechanics OW&lop,rr,tmt 

l E=lri Developmental invariance 

Boundary conditions Boundary conditions 

Thermodynamics Transmission genetics 

Fl(;_ 11.1. lkduc1ionism, c:xplanatory and hc:uristic. The: lc:ft side illustr,ucs the classical 
\·ic:w of lhc:orr rc:dm:tion as an cxpl:anmory relation, while tht: righl side illustr,Hes tht." 
hL·uristi<: u~ ofthc:ory reduction in the-lCXI. Highlighled irems are those whose discovery 
drh·c:s rc:ductiun. In explanatory reduction, the reducing and reduced lheories (reductans 
:ind rl"du<:tandum) an: in hand and the discovery of bridge principles completes the 
rt·dul.•tion. In heuristic: reduction, the reduc:t:mdum and in,•ari:mce principles are in hand 
and thl· t,tn:11 is l·onstnil·1inn of :1 n:ducin~ lhl.·011· 
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models (see Woodward, 1997). Moreover, the behavior of entities dcscrihed 
by the reductandum and possible reductans need not be expressed in the 
same tenns, so problems of tenn translation can be avoided, at least during 
theory construction. Invariance principles guide us in the use of reductan
dum descriptions of the behavior of its objects in the context of reductans 
theories. 

The analysis of reproduction presented abm•e, together with the notion 
that transmission genetics is about replic.:,,tors, suggests a possible heuristic 
strateb,Y for constrncting a gcncrJI theory of development, provided that 
we c:m express a suitahle invariance principle. I am thus led to propose the 
unorthodox heuristic.: strategy of using tr.msmission gl'rll.'tics as :1 ~uide to 

constmcting theories of <lc\·clopment. 

An odd consequence of the analysis of reproduction 

Reproduction is about the propagation of mechanisms of development. 
Because replication is a special case of inheritance and inheritance is a 
special case of reproduction, and because reproduction is the progcner.ttion 
of mechanisms of del!eiopment, it follows that if transmission genetics is a 
theory of replication, then tr.msmission genetics is about development as 
well as about ·transmission.· 

This seems an odd consequence because standard historic.al interpretation 
suggests that transmission genetics w.is constructed by scientists who 
consciously c.:ut the tics of genetics to problems of embryology in the 
name of progress and practical achievement (e.g. Gilbert, 1978, ,md Allen, 
1978). The Wcismannian separation of genn and soma meant that the 
transmission process could be studied without regard for the process 
and problems of gene expression in development. Although the fiel,ls of 
genetics and embryology went their separ.ue ways - geneticists locating 
the primary explanatory power in the nucleus, embryologists locating 
it in the cytoplasm (Sapp, 1987) - this docs not mc,m that geneticists 
stoppe<l thinking about the relation between heredity and development, 
transmission and expression, for even a moment. Historically, geneticists 
have always talked about genetic factors in dcvelopmcntaJ tcnns - as units 
of developmental stability (Griescmer, 2000a). 

The gene is a developmental invariant 

Indeed, the founders of transmission genetics spoke of factors or genes 
as developmentally stable. Mendel wrote thac his theory (distinct from his 
laws) was a theory of the development of hybrids (Mendel, I 866, p. 20). The 
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law of scgrcg;uinn is ;1 principle of c.ll~\·clopmc.·ntal invariance: factors that 
:arc isolated in pure lines arc hrou~lll together by hybridization which then 
sc~rcgatc in suhsequcnt gcncrJtions hrcd from the hybrids. Segregation 
implies that factors are stable to the change of dc\'clopmental context from 
that of a pure line organism to a hybrid and hack again (sec Griesemer. 
2000a). To take iust one other promincm founder of transmission genetics, 
in his 1926 hook, 11,e 1beo,:,, of the Ge,,e, Morgan wrote that 'Mendel's 
them')' of heredit)' postulates th~u the ~cm.· is st:tblc. It assumes that the 
~enc: that each parent contributes to the h)'hrid remains intact in its new 
em•ironment in the hybrid' (Morg~m. 1926, p. 292). 

A similar imcrprctati<>n of the.· ~C.'lll' ;1s .1 lll·,·dopmcnrnl invariant could 
he seen at work in the development of the opcron theory of Jacob and 
Monod (Griesemcr, 2000a). Their investigations of relations among genes, 
their rc~ulatory states. and the st:ttcs of their cells' internal and external 
environments rJised questions about the stability of classical genes. These 
questions posed a dilemma for those who would limit the gene concept 
to stmctur.11 features of nucleic acids. Shrinking the gene concept to 
a subscr of stmctural features that arc.· stable to the newly discovered 
regulatory instabilities would cede: the new phenomena to other disciplines. 
Expanding the gene concept to include regulatory features would deny the 
gcnl" concept its fundamental propcny of developmental invariance. The 
dilemma is to decide whether it is the classical gene or classical genetics 
which has to go. 

Extending this historical notion of the gene as developmentally stable, I 
suggest that genes be thought of as developmentally invariant mechanisms 
of development. That is, genes arc mechanisms of development that arc 
stahlc to (some cla.~s of) changes Jn development. The capacity to reproduce 
specifies a m;1ximal L'l,1ss of ,tevelo/mienlC1I cl.umges - everything that can 
change in development and still realize a developmental process in evolu
tion, i.e. the acquisition of the capacity to reproduce. 111erefore, theories of 
units applicable to transmission genetics (replicators, inheritors, etc.) can 
he used heuristically to explore theories of development that specify less 
maximal classes of devdopmcnt:d changes to which a given unit is invariant 
as well (see Figure 11.1, lowc:r right). 

The theory sketched above describes reproduction as the product of two 
intenwincd processes, i.e. progcncr.uion and development. Progencrdtion 
is the process of transmission of material from parents to offspring that 
is capable of causing de,•clopment. Transmission genetics traces inferred 
(classic:tl) or ohsen1ed (molccul:1r) material (genes) transmitted from par
ents ro offspring. Howe\·er. it is in vinue of our understanding of the second 
c.·omponcnt process of reproduction - dc\•elopmc:nt - that we follow some 
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materials r.uhcr than others through progencrJtion. Classicall)', and accord
ing to Weismannism, gene.'i arc the matl."rials that arc most relevant to 

explaining dc\•clopment. and therefore foJlowing these substances is of 
greatest explanato11· value. The view suggested here is that there may be 
other transmitted materials that are now, and in the early history of life must 
bave been, important in development. Therefore, transmission ·genetics· 
is a wider phenomenon than was dassicall)' recognized. Its formal models 
can be taken to cover this wider domain if the notion of genetic units is 
expanded to encompass units of reproduction - reproducers - more gener
ally. It is a separate, empirical questions .as to how ,ulequate{J' transmission 
genetic models represent phcnomc.·na outside.· of the clas.'iical domain. 

l11e heuristic aim is not necessarily to suppon the cfaim that an adequate.· 
gencrcll theory of development will take the form of a model of transmission 
genetics, fixed by some specified principle of developmental invariance. 
Indeed, it is more likel)' that pursuit of the str.itegy wm re,•eal ways in 
which such a theory is ;11mleq1U1te. It is dear, for example. that genes 
are not invariant to all classes of developmental change. In particular, they 
are unstable to the operation of repair enzymes. whose evolved function 
is to change DNA when it has been inaccurately progenerated. Many 
other developmental stabilities, e.g. canalized developmental pathways, arc 
invariant only by virtue of active m.aintenancl". Their invariance does not 
result from some structur:ll stability to all classes of deveJopmental change 
induced by the original gener.t.ting process (sec Wagner and Misof, l993, 
for examples). 

Instead of blazing a deductive path to a 'theory-to-be-reduced,· successful 
application of the reductionist heuristic described above ma)' fail to yield 
a reducing theOI')' (see Figure I I. I, right-hand side). It is in the nature of 
heuristics that their correct appliciUion can nevenhclcss lead to systematic 
failure (Wimsatt, I 980, p. 220). In the case at issue, transmission genetics can 
be expected to provide only one model-type for possible theories of (pans 
ot) mechanisms of development beyond the genes. Much of the interesting 
work to be done with such a class of models is to explore systematically 
what developmental phenomena are left out of account, that is, to explore 
how the heuristic and its basis in classical genetics has failed. In a way. 
heuristics of this sort are explanatory promises we don't intend to keep. 
Their utility is not grounded in explanator,• power in the sense manifest in 
theory reduction. Rather, heuristic strategics of theory construction aim to 
overcome Umitarions of classical modes of thought which suppose that new 
theories must not onl)' he consistent with explanatorily successful theories. 
bul that lhey must be expressible and interpretable in their tenns. The new 
perspective on units of reproduction sketched here aims to show that the 



problem of theori1.ing development is illumina1cd by taking seriously the 
intertwinement of heredity and dcvclopmcm. Weismannism. the doctrine 
underlying 1he clac.;sical separation of gcnn and soma, and the fields of 
genetics and embryology, has historically diminished the problem to the 
point that it seems almost irrational to take it up (again). The approach 
de,•doped here shows that we can have our reductionist cake (see the essa)' 
br David Hull) and eat it too. 
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QUESTIONS AND DISCUSSION 

David Hull: Jim, finally after all thc:sc rears, J think I have: a pretty good 
idea of your views. I hate lO ask you a real hard question right off the bat. 
but does rour analrsis fit the reaction of the immune system to antigens? 
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Jim <iriest•m,•r: Wdl all qut:"stions of that kind arc hard hcc.:ausc we h;l\'c 
w ~h·c :m cxplic.:it spaci:11 c:har.KCl'ri.'i:Uion of chc: pruc.:css. I would hope: su, 
hut ... I would think so, insofar as there's a material overlap ... wdl ... 
it's a good question. I don't want to try to answer questions I don't know 
t:"nough about. Hc:<::msc l take that to he ;111 interesting scientific question. 

Alex Rosenl,erg: You have some suspicion that it won't David? 
/Jm,1,1 /lull: The onl)' p.an of )'our analysis that bothers me is the 

rl·quircmcnl of material overlap. hut then I'm not ;m immunologist. ls there 
an immunologisl in the house? Docs thl" immune system fulfil the material 
owrh1p requirement? 

.·llh<1l'I Tuuher: I think I rnn :msWl'r that. If one: is talking .1hout the 
gl·ncr.1tion of diversity, certainly the gl·nc shutlling that goes into making 
an :11Hihm.ly of :1 T-cell rccc:ptor would he the same kind of process that one 
looks at in 1cnns of rl·plic:ation of 1,-tcnn l'l'lls. 

:IIC!.\' No,\·e11/JC!r,g: Memetics? Docs memctk~ c.:ausation satisfy the matt:ri~aJ 
m·crlap? 

Jim Griese11w,·: No, it doesn't. 
Alex Rosen/Jerg: And yet photocopying is a causal process in which there 

is ;1 sequence of m:ueri:11 compositional changes a<:ross district existences 
with what. may he rcpresent:uiomtl hut certainly at lease, topographic 
homolo~ies. 

/im Grisemer: Some cases may and some may not. So one place where 
I pan company with, for example, the development systems view of 
nilturJI evolution as not distinguishabJc from biological is over the issue of 
material overlap. It seems to me that some kinds of cultural transmission are 
dependent of tr.msfcr of matter, material artefacts. And when they do, there 
mi1,tht be somelhing at that level that would count as an instance of my 
hiologkal process. And other cases, probably not. I'm not saying that there 
aren't c..·opying procedures in the world that satisfy, for example, dynamical 
l"<.Jli.ttions tlmt would apply to :1 S)'Stem, but which are not, for example, 
rcplil·ator dymunic.:s, hut which arc not material overlap. 

Ale.,· Ru:wnberR: Docs photocopying not satisfy your requirement of 
matcri;1I ovcrl.cp? 

Jim <i,•iesemer: No, it doesn't. 
11/e."' Ros,111/Jerg: Wh)• isn't there a tr.msfer of material in photocopying? 

If we think ;about the process of photocopying, it doesn't look as though 
lhc, say, scmi-c:onscrv;nive du1ractcr of DNA copying, is a physically dif• 
krent prm:css in kind for the clectrost.atic planting involved in say, Xerox 
m:1c:hincs. 

Jim Griesemer: Yes, that's right. And the question is an empirical one 
why it is that in the hiologkal world, transmission of information. if you 
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want to use that language. depends on 1r.msfcr of material. Oh ahsolutcly 
it ·s different. bc:t.·ausl· offspring DNA mokculcs are made out of the pans of 
parents. The are not identical with the parents. There's no material transfer 
in photocopying but half of the DNA parent molecule ends up in the 
off spring. And so there are two kinds of questions. One is - is that somehow 
an essential propeny of the DNA process? And the other is a d)·namical 
question - if it's true that all-biological reproduction is as I've characterised 
it, how come? It could well be, and mr speculation is that when you can't 
count on the environment, when the environment ls untn1stwonh)', the 
transmission of infonnation is mut:h more! reliable if )'OU send u propa~ulc of 
m:mer that can dcvdop. In n1ltur.1J transmission of the memctic son which 
does not involve any m.ucrial overlap, e•m,liJ, photm:opyin~. history. well. I 
think there's a lot uf material overlap going on in the human historit:al world 
that counts for somcthin~. You move people :md hooks, not just ideas. 'But 
in those cases, what makes it possible for e-mail to he :1 reliable mc:ms of 
communication is that there is a huge number of engineers making sure 
that the environment, the channel conditions arc extremely stable. And so I 
think that there's an interesting dynamical problem for the biological world 
because the conditions of transmission from parent to offspring can't - they 
count on their environment. 

Mtcbel Morange: There were some models in the 1950s at the beginning 
of molecular biology, trying to explain the reproduction of the functional 
steady state without genes. Do you think these models arc related with what 
vou intend to do, and you can find in them something interesting? 
• Jim Griesemer. You're thinking of Delbmck's model? Yes, those are 
interesting. To interpret those in my way I have to add an explicit spatial 
account of parts and wholes. And once one does that then those strategics 
of representation I think arc very interesting. Jablonka and Lamb ()995) 
have tried to represent the evolutionary process for epigenetic inheritance 
on a par with those kinds of models for exactly that reason. that even 
though you can't have a cytosine methylation system without DNA, )'Ou 
can talk about the evolution of methylation patterns against :1 homogeneous 
sequence background. so you c:m use effeccively a non•gcne way of thinking 
about these kinds of problems. To me, those .arc the empirical realisation of 
the program I'm only gesturing at here. 

Sohotra Sarkt1r. Jim, I'm wondering can we press you to say a bit more 
about what you envision this theory of reproduction to be. Once you have 
a spatial model, one possibility js the following: that we ha\'e our standard 
model inheritance of replicators, we add to them epigenetic inheritance, 
cytoplasmic inheritance, and things like that, so that at the level of what ic 
is that is being transferred from generation to generation through the germ 
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c:dls or something likt: th:n, we have what would be a modest extension of 
classic.ti population genetics. Separate from that, Jet's say we have finally, 
·and this is where I'm sceptical we'll ever quite get then: easily', a theory 
of phcnogenesis, where we have some sort of theory that tells us through 
the process of growth and all of that how you start out with what it is 
1h.it got transmitted from the last generation, add in environmental history 
:m<l you have at the end a reproducing adult organism. So now when you 
couple these two theories together, what you end up with would satisfy 
rour requirements of a theory of reproduction. Is that what you're trying 
10 say, in whil.'h c:1sc it just ultimately becomes the traditiomtl quest for a 
1hcory of phenogenesis, or do you think that. so to sa)', they'll be a different 
theory dircctl)' going from adult organism 10 adult organism, from which ii 
will take some modifications, special case applil.'ations and things like that to 
get the individual transmission genetics out and a theory of phenogenetsis 
possihly om? Which is your vision of this? 

Jim <itleseme1': I'm not sure I'm dear on 1hc difference. But I don't see 
it .as ;a minor extension, because the kinds of probkms of tl""Jnsmission for 
otht'r levels arc undoubtedly quite different than , .. 

Sohotm Sc,rk(lr: Tht' onlr pan I was thinking of was a minor extension, 
10 get ;1 theory of trJnsmission that was heyond just DNA tr.msfer. 

Jim Cirlesemer: So as long as phc:nogenics. in your sense, extends to all 
levels of organisation, then I think it's that harder project. 

M"r,· Vtm Regenmorlel: rm trying to apply your idea to viruses and 
lhl'ir replication. If you have a single-strand vims. lets call it 'plus'. it gives 
rise 10 a 'minus· and 'plus· double strand; in your case it's a half picture 
which gi\'es the full picture of the other half without material overlap or 
.actuall)' only half of the overlap. Then the negative stnmd is used to make 
more positive strands, and there is no m:uerial overlap anymore. Now how 
docs that fit into your scheme? 

,If m <irlesemer: Well the issues ahout ,,irusc:s :m: interesting because 
llll' minus su-.tnd doesn't o,·erl.1p the plus stnmd ob,·iously: the other 
inten.-s1ing questions are about the de\'elopmenrnl context, that is. the 
conditions under which ,•iruscs acquire the capacity to do that again. Now 
if there's no material o,•erlap, and this is more a philosopher's point than an 
intcrcstinM scientific one, we just don't have to say that viru.scs reproduce:, 
e,·en 1hough that's common parlance. But the significant germ of an idea 
lhl'.'rt' is th.at we ;already know th;n virJI reproduction, so called, depends 
lu:;1vily on the host. Much of the action is host tl<.:tion, not vims action. 
So I think my vit·w is quite compatihlt· with the idea thm vimses are, a 
lot of 1hem, secomfarily derived. That fits quite well. I'm also quite happy 
IO talk ahoul things that are parts of reproducers rather than reproducers 
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themselves. lt doesn't seem to me at that level that I'm doint,t ;mything 
more than imposing some semantic rigor in the uisc:ussion. The interesting 
questions have to do with the developmental process of the host by which 
a vinas acquires ;1 c;1pacity co do whatever it docs once again. 

John D11/)re: I suppose the question is exactly whether you arc imposing 
semantic rigor or whether you're getting pushed into some somewhat 
uncomfonablc statements from the rigors of your theory. It seems to me 
a question that arises in connection with the last question, hut I'm still 
a little concerned about the culturJI evolution matter. Perhaps you have 
a little bit more to say. Suppose you have some culture in which some 
imponant m)1hology or something is passed on by orJI tl""Jdltion .,nd one 
day somebodr writes it down and makes a few books. I take it on your view 
at that point you've moved to a totally different process, something r:1dically 
different that relates quite differently to other processes of emlution has 
staned to happen. and I find that a little plausible. 11 seems like something 
)'ou·ve talked roursclf into, and I wonder whether rou re;1llr want to insist 
on being there or whether )'OU have another war out. 

Jim Griesemer. It's radical in the sense that I showed in that picture, 
that cop)'ing is radicalJy unlike progencration. So in that sense it's radical. 
But there's no reason that different kinds of causal process l.'an't produce 
quite similar patterns, so rm not scar<..'tl off by the possihility that .m or;tl 
tradition could mimic some material overlap process. What's interesting to 
me is not whether but what the dynamics arc of those systems and whether 
they have diffcn.·nt char.acceristics as evolving systems, if indeed they arc. 
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